
Tay Tay Late Night Mashup

The MAGAt Republican Party is not a serious party full of serious people, just a weird party full 
of weirdos, with no sincere ideological beliefs anymore, only re-cycled, bizarre culture war 
obsessions.

First, they were mad about gender neutral potato head dolls, then they were mad about Dr. 
Seuss books, then they were mad about Looney Tunes, then they were mad that the green 
M&M wasn't wearing high heels anymore. That's what makes MAGAts mad, when they found 
out the green M&M wasn't as fuckable anymore, and I say as fuckable because, I mean, I’d still 
hit it. Green's hellava cutie, what's your problem?

The point is, this is the conservative movement now, but none of those examples can top the 
right's new culture war obsession, which is easily their most deranged. The conservative 
movement is so rotten and intellectually bankrupt that they have found themselves in a place 
where they are somehow enraged about a popular singer dating a football player.
Mind you Taylor Swift has said nothing political to this point, nothing - but listen to the 
conservative maniacs:

• “Is Taylor Swift in her Biden Era?”

• “The Biden campaign is now trying to win over Taylor Swift's heart and snag an endorsement.”

• “I think if she wanted to be protective over her legacy, she would stay out of politics.”

• “I'm just saying, maybe she wants to think twice before making a decision about 2024.”

• “This is all the true love of an arranged marriage. This is probably cooked up in a lab.”

• “Everybody just assumes at that point that there has to be some grand conspiracy theory behind it 
involving the Biden administration.”

• “Vivek Rameshwami, claiming that this year's Super Bowl is going to be rigged.”

• “We have had enough of Taylor Swift for now. It is so scary, there was a recent poll, one fifth of Taylor 
Swift fans said they would back whichever candidate that she endorsed. Just please don't believe 
everything Taylor Swift says, we're all begging you.”

Allow me to quote a Taylor Swift lyric when I say, you people are out of your fucking minds. I'm 
just kidding, that's not a Taylor Swift lyric. Seriously, what is wrong with you? This is how much 
the Republican Party has changed.

There was a time when a famous singer dating a football player and spending quality time with 
his family would have been their dream. They used to elect politicians who were football 
players. This is, like, such an innocent all-American thing, they're kissing on the field after he 
wins the big game and she's celebrating with his mom and dancing along with fans. How can 
you be mad at that?

And by the way, for all the people who complain about videos of Taylor Swift dancing and having 
fun during games, why? Why are you so mad? I love football, but there're 11 minutes, only 11 
minutes of actual game play. What would you rather look at, shots of Andy Reid’s walrus 
mustache freezing over?
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Taylor was at that game and that's when I knew the Travis-Taylor thing was for real, when this 
woman went to Kansas City in January, where it was fucking  -27℉ with the wind chill. Because 
you know where else Taylor Swift could have been?

Anywhere.

Here's what Republicans are supposed to be upset about. As far as I can tell, without Taylor 
saying a word about the 2024 election, they have somehow spun themselves into an elaborate 
conspiracy theory where mysterious forces are manufacturing her fame in order to set up an 
endorsement of Joe Biden. Because only a grand conspiracy would explain why she might 
prefer Joe Biden over an Orange Thing who every day behaves worse than any man in a Taylor 
Swift song, which is saying a lot.

To elaborate, these people think football is fake and wrestling is real, and this nonsense is now 
everywhere your angry grandpa goes. The same people who believe Joe Biden has dementia 
and needs Kamala Harris to feed him butterscotch tapioca every night, also believe that he has 
somehow planned and executed a diabolically brilliant scheme to fix the NFL playoffs so the 
biggest music star in the world can popup on the Jumbotron during the Super Bowl in between a 
Kia and a Tostitos commercial to hypnotize her 11-year-old fans into voting for Joe Biden.

Also, it's insane to say that Taylor Swift's popularity is manufactured, you can't just magically 
manufacture that kind of popularity;  otherwise, Joe Biden would be on stage at SoFi Stadium in 
front of 70,000 people telling a long story about Am Track while wearing a bedazzled leotard.

So Republicans have jimmed themselves up in hysterics about the possibility that Taylor Swift 
might endorse Joe Biden, and they've been on Fox News begging her not to:

• “Why alienate your fans, the Swifties? You know, they come across from every political ideology. Why 
put yourself in one area?”

• “Taylor Swift has made a career of writing songs about picking the wrong man, so I don't think we 
should take advice from her now.”

• “It would be the single dumbest thing a mega superstar could ever do. Why would you tell half the 
country that you do agree with them in this highly polarized time? You stay out of it.”

Now let's see, who's instincts do we think are sharper, the 12-time Grammy-winning artist who 
sold over 200 million records to stage the highest grossing concert series of all time, produced 
and distributed her own record-breaking concert movie, and was Time's Person of the Year, or 
Fox News, whose main talent is telling its audience exactly what they want to hear regardless of 
truth - e.g. the $788 million the corporation paid out for lying about the “stolen” 2020 presidential 
election?

And as a reminder, any time a musician praises a Republican candidate or expresses a 
conservative worldview, they are welcome on Fox News. Republicans thought we should hear 
the political opinions of guys like Gene Simmons, Ted Nugent, and Kid Rock, but lose their 
minds at the idea that Taylor Swift might speak out - which again - she hasn’t (yet).
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And whether she does or doesn't is her right and her prerogative. Same with going to football 
games and dating whoever she wants, but MAGAts even think that part is all part of a larger plot 
orchestrated by mysterious forces:

• “As soon as the MAGAts [sic] see all this stuff of Taylor Swift and her boyfriend at the football game, 
everybody just assumes at that point that there has to be some grand conspiracy theory behind it 
involving the Biden administration, involving the Biden campaign, and it's not for no reason.”

• “Vivek Ramashwamy is claiming that this year's Super Bowl is going to be rigged in favor of the 
Chiefs. He says that's because it's going to set the stage for Taylor Swift and Travis Kelce to endorse 
President Biden on stage.”

• “My prediction, the Super Bowl will be rigged just like our elections. It'll be Kansas City and the 49ers, 
Kansas City will illegally win the game.”

• “Have you ever wondered why or how she blew up like this? Well, around four years ago, the 
Pentagon Psychological Operations Unit floated turning Taylor Swift into an asset during a NATO 
meeting. What kind of asset? A psyop for combating online misinformation. So is Swift a front for a 
covert political agenda?”.

Yeah man. Yeah. Damn it, the MAGAts have cracked the case, it’s a psyop.  America’s never 
seen a popular musician go on tour, sell lots of records, and date an athlete. The signs are all 
there, let me get out my white board: 

(46 ✖  2 ) ➖  87 🟰  5
Joe Biden is the 46th President, he’s running for his second term, 46 times 2 = 92. Travis 
Kelce’s number is 87,  92 - 87 = 5. What has 5 sides?  The Pentagon.

Also if the brain dead MAGAts think the Pentagon or the NFL had to rig the Super Bowl in order 
to include the Kansas City Chiefs who've already appeared in three of the last four Super Bowls, 
that's your conspiracy theory? Here's my new theory, you don't know fuck about football.

This is the modern Republican Party, an intellectually bankrupt, angry, violent movement of 
conspiracy theorists. This time they turned their ire towards Taylor Swift, which places her life in 
danger.  This behavior is so outrageous that even Fox Sports commentator Colin Cowherd 
found it necessary to take down all the loneley, insecure, angry MAGAt idiocy.   This is the same 
movement that also believes the world's scientists all got together to invent climate change and 
that mysterious forces forged millions of ballots in the 2020 election.
 
But enough of the MAGAts, on another topic I'm so pleased to announce that cases of syphilis 
in the United States have skyrocketed, the highest number since the 1980s. It's a bacterial 
disease that can lead to paralysis, hearing loss, dementia, and even believing you're still 
president three years after you lost.

Speaking of syphilis, Donald Trump.  Aka Orange Thing, the disgraceful, twice impeached, four 
times indicted on 97 criminal and civil counts, sexually abusive, national security threat ex-
president.

Orange Thing is spending many days in court as it battles prosecutions on 4 fronts, but still has 
time to focus on this battle against Taylor Swift. Orange Thing's campaign team has been 
working on ways to turn their cultural warriors against Taylor Swift into a holy war in the event 
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she decides to endorse Joe Biden.  Oh, come on, you can't have a holy war against an actual 
angel, Taylor is a being of pure light and goodness sent from heaven to write devastatingly 
relatable breakup songs. So, if you're a Republican, I guess enjoy her music while you still can, 
before Orange Thing declares a fatwa against her.

But you know they’re gonna try, Trump's allies are taking their holy war to the MAGAt Mecca, 
Newsmax:

• “I kinda have a problem though with the hardcore Taylor Swift fans. They are totally over the top, 
worshipping this woman. I think what they call it is, they're elevating her to an idol. In fact, if you look it 
up in the Bible, it's a sin.”

• “Soros might own her music, but the devil surely owns her soul. I've seen her songs on stage, I've seen 
the chants, I've seen the dances, and it reminds me a lot of witchcraft. And that makes sense when it 
comes to someone so popular. Could it be a spell?” 

Dunno, maybe we should run spell check and find out. Could it be a spell? These people who 
worship a golden pig, buy Orange Thing NFTs and pieces of its old suit are warning us about 
idolatry and spells.

Look, I'll come out and say it. Taylor's one of the few joyful things we have in this country, and 
this Limp Dick Science Major’s not gonna stand here and let Trump's TV goons drag her into the 
hell's slop of grievance and hair gel. This country dumped Donald Trump, and we are never ever 
getting back together, like ever.

So, MAGAts, keep Taylor's name out of your dirty little mouths, okay? You stick to your own 
global superstars. You got plenty of them, right?

• “We don't have the Taylor Swift on our side, but you know who we have? We have Kid Rock, we have 
Ted Nugget, we have influencers, right? We have all these people, John Voigt.”

• “Yeah. Yeah, we may not have puppies and ice cream, but we have a three-year-old calendar and a 
ziplock bag full of toenail clippings.”

Orange Thing's taking this Travis-Taylor thing personally, it’s been telling people it's more 
popular than Taylor Swift and its fans are more committed than hers. Well, to be fair, in the last 
three years, about 500 of his fans have been committed to jail. But I will say, if Taylor Swift told 
her fans to storm the Capitol on January 6th, they would have succeeded, they would be 
running the country right now.

And why is it even thinking like this? It's not running against Taylor Swift, and who is it kidding 
it's more popular - Taylor Swift is so popular, people want to watch her watching a football game.

If Orange Thing held a rally at SoFi Stadium there would still have enough empty seats to also 
hold a Taylor Swift concert that night. And unlike it’s rallies, her tickets aren't free, people pay 
hundreds, even thousands of dollars to see her, not just here in America. How's your popularity 
in Tokyo, in Singapore? How's your popularity in Gelsenkirchen, Germany? Because she's 
doing three nights at a soccer stadium there that holds over 62,000 people, even though no one 
has ever heard of Gelsenkirchen, Germany.
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Imagine Orange Thing in Japan: “Konnichiwa, I love your beautiful country, but I have to say, 
your filet-o-fish, frankly, undercooked. And there’s no breading. Where’s the tartar sauce?” 

The truth is, Orange Thing’s not even the most popular Donald, that’s still a cartoon duck with a 
speech impediment and no pants on.

This fight he's about to pick with Taylor Swift, this might be what does it. It won't be January 6th, 
it won't be the election fraud, the pussy grabbing and sexual assaults, the dancing with Jeffrey 
Epstein, or even fathering Don Jr. What's finally going to bring down Donald Trump will be an 
army of pissed-off Swifties.
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